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Introduction

òé

In this up--to--date we will introduce support for
the Chinese language. WhenõÚ —who also
kindly translated this document into Chinese—
asked me if ConTEXt could handle his language,
he had already tried to run existing macro packages on top of ConTEXt, but without result. This
meant that support for Chinese had to be implemented from scratch.

Úâ»ÎüÂÐÒÇ«éÜÔÐÄÄ§Ö£±¾ÄÄ
ÐÄëßõÚ¯ÊÒ ConTEXt ÇñÜ¦íºï±¬û
Ñ¢ÔýËÐÖÐÄê¯¬«Ç»ÐÉ¦£ââ¶Å
µÖÔÐÄÄ§Ö¹Èë÷ó¿Ä¤÷£

Unfortunately the documentation to the existing
packages based on LATEX and Plain, were written
in Chinese, but Wang Lei provided me with some
typeset examples and some font files. It soon
became clear that supporting Chinese is mainly
a matter of dealing with Unicode input.

»ßËÄÇ¬¿°ùÚ LATEX Í Plain Ä¯ÄÄµÇ
ÃÐÄé´Ä£«ÇÚÐ¿õÚá©øÒ»©Åæý
ÓÍ»©ÖåÄþó¬»ÃÒ÷×Ú ConTEXt Ð§Ö
ÐÄ÷ªÇ¦í Unicode äëÄÊâ£

Instead of relying on pre--processors, ConTEXt
implements (dual byte) Unicode support in a
way similar to the German " and Polish / prefixing. By making the characters in the range
128 − 255 active, and looking ahead, a rather efficient implementation was possible.

Òö¨ÉÃàÆÚÂïÍ¨¼ï¤è¨Ä½½´µÖ
Unicode §Ö¬ø»ÇÀµÚ¤¦í£¨ý« 128 −
255¶§ÚÄÖû¤î¬ÉÔ¤û¬Ú ConTEXt Ðµ
Ö®ÖÐ§ÄÐÄ¦íÇê«ÉÜÄ£

Enabling Chinese

§ÖÐÄ

As said, we will use Unicode input. Because we
operate in the upper range of the character table,
we can use another language as default. Chinese
numbering of chapters and floats are defined as
a language specific options, and will be enabled
when one switches to Chinese explicitly:

çÏùö¬ÒÇ«¹Ã Unicode äë£òªÒÇª¦
íÄºÖ»ÚÖûíÄß»ø¬ùÔÉÉÃäûïÔ
öª±¡ïÔ£¹ÃÐÄýÖÄÂÚÍ¡¯¼í»¨
åª»ØðÄïÔ¡î¬±¦ÃË¡î±»ëò¥Ä
ÚÄµÐÓëº

\mainlanguage[chinese]
Although the underlying mechanism differs from ¡Ü×ãÄ¦íúÆ»¬Ú»ã¬\setupbodyfont
the way ConTEXt normally handles fonts, we still ¹Ç»Ã´ØëºÖ¬ü·ÐÄµ¬¤îºÖº
use \setupbodyfont to load, or more correct, to
activate, the font:
\setupbodyfont[chi]
For changing the style (slanted, bold, etc) we use ¨ýÉÃçÂÄÖåÄþû³ä¬ÒÇÃÔ¹Ãë÷
the same commands as in western languages. Be- ½ïÔà¬Äüî´ÄäÖÎ (slanted, bold)©
£
cause on the background we use font filename
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mapping, definitions look like:
\defineunicodefont [SimChi] [SimplifiedChinese] [chinese]
\definefontsynonym [SimplifiedChineseRegular] [gbsong]
\definefontsynonym [SimplifiedChineseSlanted] [gbsongsl]
\definefontsynonym [SimplifiedChineseItalic] [gbsongsl]

ÐÄäÃ

Chinese setup

Instead of providing settings as a third argument ÒÇÓ»ã¨åÄÐÄ \defineunicodefontÐÌ
to \defineunicodefont, we inherit the settings Ð»©èÃ¬ø»Ç«â©èÃöªÃüîÄÚýö
from the more generally defined Chinese ones. Îý´á©£±»¬ãÉÔÄäâ©èÃ£ýçº
Of course one can change these, for instance:
\setupunicodefont
[chinese]
[scale=0.9, height=1.2, depth=1]
The scale is applied on top of the normal font scale ÇàÔÚ»ãó¡ÄºÖÄõÅµ¬height
scaling, while the height and depth deal with Í depth è¨Ë Unicode ÄßõÄßÈÍîÈ£
a Unicode specific strut. Think of them as the
height and depth of a line.
Spacing around Chinese is rather special. Redun- ºÖÄÖäàÇ®ÖØðÄ£ÐÄÄ¾ÐààÄäà
dant spaces can (and should) be surpressed by ÉÔÃüî \purechinese ´ûýô£
surrounding the text with the command \purechinese.
Like it or not, but \purechinese{Ò®ÃÐÄ} looks like this!
In a similar way, one can prevent unwanted ¬ùØ¬±ªÀ¹öÖààÄÖäà±¬ãÉÜáÊº
spaces by saying:
We definitely don’t want a space inside ÷Â¸±Ð\index{why}ÑÆÊàì, do we?
In this case one can put \stillchinese in front ÚâÖéöÂ¬ãÉÚüî \index °ÓÏ
of the \index command.
\stillchinese£
The long list of numbers in the previous macro ÔÚÜàÚÏÐ±èªØð¢âÄêãûÅ¬¼Ú¤
identify the characters where special care is È¨åÄêÐÐöÔã¶ð£ÚÂöêãûÅ°»Ê
needed for breaking lines. A linebreak is not per- íÏÐ£
mitted before:
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¢

161 162

£
¤
§

161 163
161 164
161 167
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¯
±
³
µ
·

161
161
161
161
161
161

173
175
177
179
181
183

¹
»
½
¿
ã
ä

161
161
161
161
161
161

185
187
189
191
227
228

å
¡
¢
§
©
¬

161
163
163
163
163
163

229
161
162
167
169
172

®
º
»
¾
¿

163
163
163
163
163

174
186
187
190
191
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Ý 163 221

ý 163 253

A linebreak is not permitted after the following ÚÂöûÅó»ÊíÏÐ£
glyphs:
®

161 174

°

161 176

²
´
¶
¸

161
161
161
161

178
180
182
184

º
¼
¾
¨

161
161
161
163

186
188
190
168

Û
à
û

163 219
163 224
163 251

Those who want some more insight in the way çûëªüÐ¸ÄÛìÖäàÍçÎÏÐ¬É¹Ãú
spacing and linebreaks are taken care of, can en- Ù£±ÔÐÄøÐúÙ±¬ãÉÔÜÃØ¹ÃÊ«¬¢
able tracing. When tracing Chinese, one can best Ò×Èúú»öÄÐùÃ½ÄûÅÄ¼¾£
enable color and first generate a legend to the
symbols that are used.
\tracechinesetrue \showchinesetracelegend

êÇÍÄ¾

Labels and texts

Chinese head and label texts are already defined ÐÄÄêâÍêÇÄ¾¼ÑÚ lang-chi.tex ÐÃ
in the file lang-chi.tex. They are defined using üî \uchar ÓÔ¨å£ýçº
the \uchar command, like in:
\setupheadtext [cn] [ content=\uchar{196}{191}\uchar{194}{188}]
\setuplabeltext [cn] [appendix=\uchar{184}{189}\uchar{194}{188}]
Conversion of numbers is set up as:

ýÖÄª»èÃªº

\setupsection
[sectionlevel-1]
[conversion=chinese]
\setupcaptions
[conversion=chinese]
As said, these are defined as language specifics, çÏùö¬â©èÃ»¨åªïÔÄØÔ£²ÍÇµ¬
which means that they can only be overruled by üÇ»Ð½ÓÚÐÄØÔèÃÐíÐÅÜð÷Ã£
appending them to the list of Chinese language
specific settings:
\startlanguagespecifics[cn]
... new settings ...
\stoplanguagespecifics
By default, page numbers are typeset in western ±¡éöÂ¬³ë¹Ãë÷Ä»ùÄèÃ£çè¹ÃÐ
glyphs. If you want Chinese instead say:
ÄòÃÂæÄüîº
\setuppagenumbering[conversion=chinese]
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ýÖ

Numbering

The Chinese numbering system is rather straight- ÐÄÄýÖµ³Ç®Ö±ÓË±Ä£×ÈÐö»©ù
forward. First there are the digits:
¾ÐÄýÖº
1 2 3 4 5
» þ ý Ä å

6 7 8 9
ù ß Ë Å

The powers of ten have their own representation. ÚÐÄÐÔ 10ÄÝÐÔºÄí¾½¨£
10 100 1000 10000 100000000
® »Ù »§ »ò
»Ú
The number 12 is a combination of 1×10+2, or:® ýÖ 12 Ç 1 × 10 + 2 ÄéÏ¬òßº®þ£ø 22 í
þ , while 22 becomes þ®þ . The numbers < 20 ¾Éþ®þ£¡Ú 20 ÄýÖ¦íð´ÔÐ»¬¬òª
are treated a bit different, because there the 1 is ®»ý°Ä 1 ÚÃÐÄí¾±»¡ÔôË£
omitted.
1
11
111
1111

»
9
®
»
99
»Ù»®»
999
»§»Ù»®» 9999

Å
4
Å ® Å
16
ÅÙÅ®Å
256
Å§ÅÙÅ®Å 65536

Ä
®
ù
þ Ù å ® ù
ùòå§åÙý®ù

The implementation is not that complicated. The ýÖÄ¦íÇÜò¥Ä£ ýÖ 1 − 9 Í 10¢100¢
digits 1 − 9 and numbers 10, 100, 1000, 10000 1000¢10000 Í 100000000 ¼Ú font-chi.tex
and 100000000 are hard coded into the file ÐªÉËà¦ÄÐÄýÖ£
font-chi.tex.
While in arabic calculations addition leads to
more digits, in Chinese the number of glyphs
can (temporarily) decrease. Given that the number of people dealing with Chinese is considerably larger than the number of latin (or even english) speaking people, a successor of TEX definitely must provide a \chinesenumeral primitive.
2546 þ § å Ù Ä ® ù
9258 Å § þ Ù å ® Ë

Ú¢®ýÖÆãÐÓ¨á¼ÂüàÄýÖ¬øÚÐ
ÄÐýÖá¨Ý±© õÙ£ ¼Ç½¹ÃÐÄÄËÈ
µ¡ïÄËàÜà¬»öÉ¦Ä TEX »¨ªá©
\chinesenumeral£

+

11804 »ò»§ËÙãÄ
When Chinese support is loaded, one has access ±ØëÐÄ§Öó¬¹ÉÔøÐíâÄª»£ç¬ù
to yet another conversion: chinese or c. Like ÐÄª»»ù¬â©ª»ü¨ÂÚ¢³ëÍäü»©ý
any conversion, this one is available for conver- Ö¬ýçÚÐíÐ£
sion of chapter, page and other numbers, as well
as in itemizations
» .normally, not all numbers in a document are 1. ¨£éöÂ¬¢»ÇÄµÐùÐÄýÖ¼ÉÃÐÄ
in Chinese, for instance chapter numbers are,
í¾£ÈçµÂÚÄý¿ÃÐÄ¬«³ë´»Ã£
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but page numbers are not
2. ÖÚÐÄÄÂóà¼ÇÓóùÒÅÄ¬ø»ÇÓÏ
þ .nowadays, most Chinese texts are typeset
ùÂúÅÄ£
from left to right instead of the traditional up-- 3. ¿°ÀçÏ¹ÃÄºÖÐ½Ö¬»ÇÐúó½¹
down way
ÃÄòåºÖ¬í»ÖÇ¨åÍãÛ¹ÃÄ±åº
ý .there are two Chinese scripts in use: SimpliÖ£
fied Chinese, which is used in the Mainland
of China and the other one is Traditional Chinese, which is used in Taiwan and Hongkong

Fonts

Öå

It is no secret that Chinese has many glyphs.
There are some public collections, like the one
packaged in mssong.ttf. By splitting this True
Type Font (ttf) into many small PostScript Font
Binaries (pfb), accompanied by native TEX Font
Metric files (tfm), we have them available in a format suited for TEX.

óÒ¼ªÀºÖÐÜà¼¾û£ÖÚÐíàñ mssong.ttf
âùÄâÑÖå¬¨ý«â© ttf ÖÉÜà PostScript
þøÆÖå pfb¬ÓÏà¦Ä tfm Öå¬ÒÇÍÜ¹
ºÖÜª TEX ù¹Ã£

original font mssong.ttf
derived fonts gbsong**.pfb
font metrics
gbsong**.tfm
The file mssong.ttf contains the so called SongTi Truetype ÖåÄþ mssong.ttf ü¬ËòÎåº
Simplified Chinese fonts. In general, the Chi- Ö£ »ã´µ¬ ºÖÄþ¼ÇÜóÄ¬ ÈÏøÔ¬
nese truetype font files are very large, but the mssong.ttf ¹ãÇÈÏ¡Ä£
file mssong.ttf not that large.
mshei.ttf
mssong.ttf
mingliu.ttf

1,902,464 ...
2,569,040 Simplified Chinese
6,272,080 Traditional Chinese

Instead of splitting such big files yourself, you ãîÃ±Ó¡Ã pfbÍ tfmÄþ¬ø»ÇÔº´úÉ
can best try to get hold of the pfb and tfm files. üÇ£Ú¡Ã pfbÍ tfmÄþÄ¬±¬»ªüË¡Ãò
Once you got these files, make sure you also have ÔºúÉü¬çÂÚÝÄÖå³äÄþ£
(or construct) a map file with lines like
gbsong81
gbsong82
gbsong83

GB-Song81
GB-Song82
GB-Song83

gbsongslfc
gbsongslfd
gbsongslfe
gbsongslff

GB-Songfc
GB-Songfd
GB-Songfe
GB-Songff

< gbsong81
< gbsong82
< gbsong83
".167
".167
".167
".167

SlantFont"
SlantFont"
SlantFont"
SlantFont"

<
<
<
<

gbsongfc
gbsongfd
gbsongfe
gbsongff

There are 126 fonts for each alternative style. ¿»ÖÖå²Ð 126 öà¦Ä pfb Í tfm Äþ£±
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When using pdfTEX, and given that these defini- ¹Ã pdfTEX ±, «ÏöÖå³ä¨åÅë»öÐ÷
tions are put in a file called chinese.map, don’t chinese.map ÄÄþÐ¬¢ÒÚ pdftex.cfg ÐÓ
forget to add the next line to the file pdftex.cfg: ëÂæ»Ðº
map +chinese.map
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task force members

Matthew Baker
Tobias Burnus
Gilbert van den Dobbelsteen
Hans Hagen
Taco Hoekwater

dedicated mailing list ntg-context@ntg.nl
contacting authors pragma@wxs.nl
examples, manuals and code www.pragma-ade.nl
www.ntg.nl/context
ConTEXt mirrors
authors

see www pages
Hans Hagen
õÚ

processing date November 2, 1999
current version 1999.10.28
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